THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE
PROMETHEUS VINCTUS I
1

When 10, transformed into a cow, comes to Prometheus who
is chained, contrary to the common tradition, near the Ocean at
the far north-west limits of the inhabited world, he explains to her
in two successive monologues what route she must take to her
eventual destination in the Egyptian Delta. First she should go east
1) The account of Greek geography given here is strongly influenced by
History of Anciem Geography (Cambridge 1948). Other importam discussions are those of J. D. P. BolIOn, Aristeas of Proconnesus (Oxford 1962)
46-70; M. Griffith (ed.), Aeschylus. Prometheus Bound (Cambridge 1983);
M. L. West, Studies in Aeschylus (Stuttgart 1990) 304-309. Henceforth, these
works will be cited by the author's name alone.
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along the coast, passing by the inhospitable Scythes and Chalybes,
until she reaches the river Hybristes (705-717); she must not cross
the river until she arrives at its sources in the heights of "Caucasus," "the highest of the mountains" (718-721). After crossing
the ridge to the south, she will meet the Amazons who will show
her the way to Lake Maeotis (721-731). She should then cross the
straits dividing Europe from Asia, which from now on will be
called the (Cimmerian) Bosporus (732-735). On entering Asia, she
will proceed to the east and cross a sea (791-792); on her way
further east she will meet first the Phorcides and the Gorgons
inhabiting the plain of Cisthene (792-801), and then the griffins
and the one-eyed Arimaspians dwelling near the sources of the
river Pluto "flowing with gold" (802-806). After this, she will
arrive in a remote land "near the sources of the Sun," which is
inhabited by people of the black race, and where she will find the
river Aethiops (807-809); following this river, she will come to the
sources of the Nile in the Bybline mountains; from there on, she
will go down the Nile until she reaches the Delta, her future horne
(810-815).
It is generally agreed that this geography does not make
sense, and it is not hard to see why. The first and the main difficulty is the location of the Caucasus to the north of the Black Sea
instead of in its proper place to the east of it. The river Hybristes is
a mystery, and it is not entirely clear what is meant by the sea to
the east of the Pontus (the Caspian?). The rest seems too fanciful
to be taken seriously: the Phorcides, the Gorgons, the griffins, the
one-eyed Arimaspians properly belong to the world of legend, and
it is obvious that the passage from the "river Aethiops" of Asia to
the Nile of Africa cannot correspond to any geographical reality
whatsoever. It is not surprising, then, that both current accounts
of ancient geography and commentaries on the P.V. usually treat
the picture of lo's journey through Europe, Asia and Africa as
sheer poetic liberty on the part of a poet careless of geographical
accuracy2.
Is it however plausible that Aeschylus, or whoever was responsible for the Prometheus Vinctus, did not realize where the
Caucasus really was? A general idea at least of the direction in
which that range should be looked for must have been present in
Greek popular knowledge from the remotest times, for the simple
2) Thomson 59-60, 82; E. H. Bunbury, AHistory of Ancient Geography, I
(New York 21959) 149-51; Griffith 79-80, 213-14; West 305.
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reason that this is exactly the area in which the main events of the
Argonautic legend took place. Moreover, the Black Sea, including
its eastern coasts, must have been familiar not only from legend:
Greeks began to settle in the Pontus area from the eighth century
B.C.3, and in the subsequent centuries the number of Greek colonies along the coasts of the Black Sea increased substantially 4. All
these made the Pontus region, with the Caucasus range to its east,
one of the best known in the Greek world.
Consider also the following. The Caucasus is the place where
Prometheus' punishment is usually located in Greek tradition.
Yet, of all the treatments of the Prometheus legend, it is the one
that is ostensibly ignorant of the reallocation of the Caucasus that
transfers Prometheus' punishment to the far north-west end of
Europe. Hence, not only the Caucasus but Prometheus hirnself are
misplaced in this version. And this is not all: the Chalybes, traditionally represented as living south of the Black Sea, are now north
of it (714-15), and the same is true of the Amazons, who are placed
just below the "Caucasus," that is, again, north-west of the Black
Sea, and not in their traditional habitat along its southern coast
(724-26).
Note, however, that in his description of the Amazons the
poet does not forget to mention that in the future they will move
to Themiscyra by the river Thermodon, that is, to their traditional
horne:
... u01:goye[tovac; oe XgT]
xogucpac; unegßuAotiouv EC; f,le<J'llf,lßg~vf]v
ßijvm xEAeu8ov, EVa' ' Af,lu~6vwv 01:gm:6v
f]~HC; o"tuyavog', ui: 8ef,l[oxugav nO"te
xUto~XWtioLV uf,lcpL 8egwoöova', LVU
"tguXeIu n6v"tou LUAf,lUÖT]OO[u yva8oc;
Ex8g6~evoc; VUU"tT]OL, f,lT]"tgu~a veÖlv.

725

3) So according to the literary foundation dates of Sinope and Trapezus on
the south coast. The earliest archaeological material discovered thus far is of the last
third of the seventh century; for the discussion see A.]. Graham in CAH III 3
e1982) 123.

4) In the seventh century Ister and Olbia were founded on the estuaries of
the Danube and the Bug, respectively; in the sixth Panticapeum and Theodosia in
the Crimea, and Phasis and Dioscurias on the east coast, see Graham (n.3 above)
160-62; N. G. L. Hammond, AHistory of Greece to 322 B.C. (Oxford 31986)
114-116 and 657-58.
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These lines leave no room for doubt that he who wrote them was
fuHy aware of the fact that the region he assigned to the Amazons
was not the conventional one. It is not out of the question, then,
that this awareness also spread to other ostensible inaccuracies of
the play's geography, including the site of the Caucasus.
It is worth remembering in this connection that, rather than
being exclusively associated with the specific ridge situated between the Black Sea and the Caspian, "Caucasus" was also used by
the Greeks as an inclusive term. Thus, when Alexander and his
army met a great mountain range on their march east, they transferred to it the name "Caucasus", or "Indian Caucasus", together
with Prometheus s. Note also that the fabulous Rhipaean mountains were sometimes regarded as part of the same range as the
traditional Caucasus 6 • In view of this, it is possible that our poet's
referring to his Caucasus as "Caucasus proper" (a1'rrov Kaux,aaov,
719) indicates that he was weH aware of the fact that the Caucasus
he was speaking of was not the conventional one. With this in
view, let us try to locate his Caucasus on the map.
Note that Prometheus' instructions to 10 clearly imply that
when she leaves the extreme north-west of Europe she should
proceed in an easterly direction until she reaches the river Hybristes, and then foHow the west bank of this river up to its sources in
the "Caucasus:"
J'tQGnov I-tEV Ev8EVÖ' YJA(01J J'tQOS avwAus
m::QE'tjJaaa aamilv 01:E1X' aVllQOW1JS yuas'
Lx,u8as ö' aqJ(~llL v0l-tuöas, OL J'tAEX,'tUS a'tEyas
J'tEÖUQGLOL va(01Ja' X,'tA.
ö' 'YßQLa'tilv J'to'taI-tOV ov 'tjJE1JÖWV1JI-t0v'
öv I-til J'tEQuallLS, ov YUQ d!ßaws J'tEQav,
J'tQLV a.v J'tQOS av'tov Kaux,aaov I-t0AllLS, oQwv
ü'tjJw'tov, fv8a J'to'tal-t0S Ex,qJ1JaaL I-tEVOS
X,QO'tuqJwv aJ't' av'twv X,'tA.

710

f]~ELS

720

Since immediately after crossing the ridge 10 is supposed to arrive
at Lake Maeotis, it foHows that the Hybristes is seen as flowing
south to north, and the "Caucasus" and the sources of the river as
5) Erat. apo Arr. Anab. 5.3.2, cf. 5.5.3; Strabo 11.5.5 pp.505-506C.; cf.
11.7.4 pp. 509-510C.
6) Dionys. Perieg. 663ff., Mela 1.109; Pliny, N.H. 5.98, 6.15, cf. Bolton
52-53 and n. 15.
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located in the south of the European continene. Let us suppose
now that the picture of Europe given in the P.V. was set out as a
real description of the continent's geography rather than as a wild
fantasy. With this in view, let us try to answer the following
question: what mountain range of great height lies in the south of
Europe, and what river flowing into the northern ocean takes its
origins in this range? One can hardly avoid the conclusion that the
mountain range would be the Alps and the river the Rhine.
As far as I can see, this conclusion goes weIl with Bolton's
identification of the "Caucasus" of the P.V. with the fabulous
Rhipaean mountains, the seat of the northern wind 8 . Note that the
Rhipaean mountains are the traditional location of the sources of
the Ister 9, and the sources of the Ister (the Danube) do in fact lie in
the Alps. The blessed folk of the Hyperboreans to whom Apollo
paid regular visits were usually represented as living nearbylO. This
seems to have been the reason why, as actual knowledge of Europe
to the north of the Mediterranean increased, the Rhipaean mountains together with the Hyperboreans dwelling in them began to
move in a northerly direction, towards still unknown parts of the
world, until eventually they were located near the north pole itself.
However, the sources of the Ister could not be moved as easily as
the Hyperboreans, and the traditional position of these sources in
the Rhipaean mountains is the best proof that the location of the
range in the south of Europe is the original one. It is significant in
this connection that not only are the Rhipaean mountains sometimes explicitly identified with the Alps!!, but they can also be
regarded as part of the same range as the traditional Caucasus (see
n.6 above).
As for the river Hybristes, its identification with the Rhine
7) And not in its extreme norch as in Bolton's reconstruction, see Bolton
52-53. In general outline, my reconstruction of lo's European route agrees with
that of Griffith, see his map in Griffith vi, and his criticism of Bolton ibid. 217-218
(ad 719-21). Cf. also Thomson 59--60: "The poet Aeschylus takes the wildest
libercies with geography, even putting the Chalybes and the Caucasus vaguely
north-west of the Kerch strait."
8) Bolton 52-53.
9) See Aesch. Fr. 197 Radt apo schol. Ap. Rhod. 4.284; Ap. Rhod. 4.282-87;
cf. Pind. 01. 3.13ff., 8.46ff. and Bolton 52-53.
10) See esp. Pind. 01. 3.13ff.: YAUU'X0XQou 'XOOIlOV EAULUC;, l:OV nOl:E /
'1ol:Qou uno o'XLuQäv / nuyäv EVEL'XEV 'AWPLl:QUWVLOÖUC;, / Ilvällu n1>V OUAU!lJtLm
'XOf"f"Wl:OV MSAWV, / öällOV 'YnEQßoQfWV nELomc; ,Anof,,/AwvoC; SEQonovw AOyWL; cf. Aesch. Fr. 197 Radt; Ap. Rhod. 4.282-87; schol. Ap. Rhod. 4.284.
11) Posidonius, FGrHist 87 F 103 (= schol. Ap. Rhod. 2.675); Steph. Byz.
S.V. 'YnEQßoQELOL, see furcher Bolton 157 and n.19.
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can further be supported by the following description of Strabo:
"As for the country that is on the Rhine, the first of all the peoples
who live there are the Elvetii, in whose territory, on Mount Adula,
are the sources of the river. Mount Adula is apart of the Alps ...
For not only is it [the Rhine] swift (o!;Ut;), and on this account also
hard to bridge (ÖvaYECjJuQorWt;), but after its descent from the
mountains runs the rest of the way with even slope through the
plains (öla nEÖ(WV ünuot; CjJEQE'tm 't0 AOl:ltOV xmaßat; uno 'twv oQwv),
... swift and violent (o!;iJv xai ß(mov)."12 Although Strabo does not
describe the Rhine in the Aeschylean terms "insolent" (ußQWL'rlt;)
and "impossible to cross" (ou ... E'lJßmot; nEQäv), his "swift"
(o!;ut;), "violent" (ß(mot;) and "hard to bridge" (övaYECjJuQwLOt;)
amount to much the same.
As Bolton pointed out, "Aeschylus' sketch of lo's route is the
earliest account of any length that we possess concerning the
Greek geography of the northerly parts of the world."13 We can
see now that it is not out of the question that this sketch is also a
correct one, at least in general outline. This is not to say, however,
that the tragedy's picture of Europe was necessarily based on firsthand knowledge of the continent's geography. Note indeed that
after crossing the "Caucasus" 10 is supposed to find herself in dose
proximity to Lake Maeotis (the Sea of Azov): if the "Caucasus" is
the Alps, this would suggest a very inaccurate idea indeed of the
distance between the Adriatic and the Pontus 14 • What is important
here is however not the geographical mistake as such but the fact
that we can actually be sure that this mistake was not of our poet's
making. The view that the Adriatic forms an isthmus (avVwe~(sov
aa) with the Pontus and that the two seas are in close proximity to
each other was expressed by the fourth-century historian
Theopompus, while in the pseudo-Aristotelian On Marvellous
Things Heard we read about a mountain near the Adriatic from
which one can discern the ships sailing into the Pontus l5 . This
evidence not only shows that the proximity of the "Caucasus" to
Lake Maeotis does not prevent it from being identified with the
Alps, but also proves that at least in his description of the passage
12) Strabo 4.3.3 pp. 192-193C. (trans. H. L.Jones).
13) Bolton 46.
14) This conclusion is further corroborated by the fact that, as was argued in
Bolton 50-52, the Amazons whom 10 will meet upon crossing the ridge can be
identified with the Maeotian Amazons described by Herodotus and Ephorus.
15) Theopompus apo Ps.-Scymn. 371, 381 (= FGrHist 115 F 130); Ps.-Arist.
Mir. 839a34ff.; cf. Mela 2.17. Cf. also Thomson 49,88.
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from the Alps to the Sea of Azov the poet of the P.V. was foIlowing some already established geographical conception. As it happens, the earliest source in which this conception is explicitly attested belongs to the fourth century B.C
II
It seems to me that many problems in the geography of the
P.V. can be solved if we abandon the presumption that the map of
the world as found in Prometheus' instructions to 10 reflects the
geograrhical knowledge and theory of the fifth-century B.C or
even 0 a some earlier period 16 . Consider, for example, its idea of
Scythia as spreading up to the far north-west of Europe (709ff.).
This idea is in sharp contrast to the archaic and classical one as
represented, for example, in Herodotus, who unambiguously defines Scythia as lying between the Don and the Danube, that is, to
the north of Lake Maeotis. As for the regions to the north-west,
both the early historians and the poetic tradition that preceded
them seem to have been hardly aware of their existence 17 .
Let us consider now Diodorus' account of an unorthodox
version of the Argonauts' journey back from the Pontus as given
by Timaeus of Tauromenium (second half of the fourth - first half
of the third century B.C): "Not a few both of the ancient [historians] and of the later ones as weIl, one of whom is Timaeus, say
that the Argonauts ... sailed ... up the Tanais river as far as its
sources, and at a certain place they hauled the ship overland, and
foIlowing in turn another river which flowed into the ocean they
sailed down it to the sea; then they made their course from the
north to the west, keeping the land on the left, and when they
arrived near Gadeira they sailed into our sea."18 It can be seen
16) The latter view was advocated by Bolton 63-64, who sought to reduce
the map of the world suggested by the P.V. to the Arimaspea of Aristeas of
Proconnesus, that is, to the seventh century B.C.; this bias made him deny, contrary to historical evidence (cf. nn. 3--4 above), any Greek knowledge of the Pontus
prior to Aristeas and even cast doubt on the traditional version of the Argonautic
legend which, as pointed out above, presupposes such knowledge from the earliest
times of Greek history.
17) See Hdt. 4.17-20; 47-58; 99-117; cf. Thomson 60-61. Note that the
barbarian peoples that lived beyond the Scythians are described by Herodotus as
spreading directly to their north and not to the north-west as in later sourees.
18) Diod. Sie. 4.56.3 (= FGrHist 566 F 85); trans. by C.H. Oldfather. Cf.
Scymnus apo schol. Ap. Rhod. 4.282-91.
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from this account that the route of the Argonauts as represented in
this version is essentially that proposed to 10 in the P.V. The only
difference is that of direction: 10 starts from the ocean at the
extreme north-west of Europe, proceeds east along the coast until
she reaches a great river, goes up this river southwards as far as its
sources, and eventually arrives at Lake Maeotis, whereas the Argonauts start from Lake Maeotis, sail up the Tanais as far as its
sources, pass overland to a river which flows into the ocean and
eventually find themselves in the ocean at the extreme north-west
of Europe 19 .
At the same time, it is actually out of the question that
Timaeus' picture of West Europe can be an independent one, and
not only because Diodorus explicitly remarks that Timaeus was
not the first to introduce it. As is weIl known, this historian was
notorious for not being in the habit of basing his geographical
accounts on the firsthand knowledge of his own 20 , and it goes
without saying that his geography of Europe, not founded as it is
on any established literary tradition, must have included a considerable element of firsthand knowledge of the continent. It is indeed reasonable to suppose that updating of the map of Europe
went hand-in-hand with the expansion of practical knowledge of
the continent's geography. Note that Timaeus introduced his version of the return of the Argonauts through Central and Northern
Europe only to disqualify the alternative one, according to which
they returned to the Mediterranean through an additional, nonexistent, branch of the Ister, which was supposed to empty into
the Adriatic. Diodorus comments on this view: "For time has
refuted those who assumed that the Ister which empties by several
mouths into the Pontus and the Ister which issues into the Adriatic
flow from the same regions. As a matter of fact, when the Romans
subdued the nations of the Istrians it was discovered that the latter
river has its sources only forty stades from the sea."21 In view of
this, it is reasonable to suggest that Timaeus' alternative solution to
the problem of the Argonauts' return was also based on some new
information deriving from firsthand knowledge of the geography
19) If we take into aeeount the tradition plaeing the sourees of the Tanais in
the Rhipaean mountains (Mela 1.115; Pliny, N.H. 4.78; Luean 3.272f.; Orosius
1.2.4; Dion. Periegetes 663 H.; cf. Bolton 52-53), it would be plausible to suggest
that this was the plaee where the Argonauts were supposed to have hauled their
ship overland.
20) See Polyb. Book 12 passim, esp. frr. 25e.7, 25h.1, 27.1-3, 28.6, 28a.7.
21) Diod. Sie. 4.56.8; cf. Strabo 1.3.15 p.57C.
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of Europe. Our next question, therefore, is as folIows: who could
ultimately have possessed this information?
The only ancient authority prior to Timaeus who may be
credited with firsthand knowledge of the European continent
north of the Mediterranean was the traveller and geographer
Pytheas of Massalia who lived in the second half of the fourth
century B.C. Although Pytheas was treated (unjustly, as it appears
now) as a liar by many ancient Greek authorities, notably Polybius
and Strabo, his work, titled IleQi 'QXEaVO'Ü according to some sources and IleQ(ol)o~ rii~ according to others, was respected and used
by Timaeus and Eratosthenes 22 . Pytheas claimed to have gone into
the outer ocean, visited Britain, and proceeded along the northern
parts of the European continent, meeting on his way some previously unknown "Scythic" (presumably Germanic) tribes dwelling
around the estuary of a great river (presumably the Rhine) - this is
at least what seems to follow from Strabo's words that Pytheas
claimed to have reached 'ta J'tEQUV W'Ü 'P~vo'U 'ta I-tEXQL ~X'U8wv23.
According to Pytheas, his voyage took hirn as far as the Tanais.
Note now that Pytheas' journey follows essentially the same
pattern as the Argonauts' return in Timaeus and, what is even
more important, as Io's European route in the P.V.: both Pytheas
and 10 started from the far north-west of the continent, passed
through "Scythic" tribes (cf. 1. 709: ~xv8u~ 1)' acpO;l]L VOI-t6.ÖU~ X'tA..)
near the estuary of a great river flowing into the ocean, and eventually arrived at the boundary of Europe and Asia, for both the
Tanais (the Don) and Lake Maeotis (the Sea of Azov) into which it
falls were generally considered in antiquity as constituting this
boundary24. Another feature that Pytheas' geography and that of
the P.V. have in common is that, contrary to what one might
expect, both are silent on the matter of the Ister which, after all, is
the other great European river having its sources in the Alps. This
can be explained by the influence of an alternative theory as to the
origins of the Ister, attested in Herodotus, Ephorus and Aristotle,
according to which this river rises in the Pyrenees and runs across
22) On Pytheas see H. J. Mette, Pytheas von Massalia (Berlin 1952); Thomson 143-51.
23) Strabo 1.4.3 p.63C. = F 6a Mette. Ir is thus possible that Pytheas was
among the first to extend the name of "Scythia" co cover large parts of north-west
Europe, the reason being, as Thomson 146, put it, that "the name Germans had not
yet been heard."
24) This does not mean that Pytheas actually reached the Tanais: he could
have borrowed this part of his geography from some already existing source, for
example, from Herodotus.
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the European continent from west to east 25 . At the same time, it is
quite certain that the tragedy's picture of Europe cannot be traced
further back than Pytheas. Indeed, what is known to us of the
EUQulJ1:1'] of Ephorus (first half of the fourth century B.C.) allows
us to infer that he followed Herodotus in the idea of Scythia as
lying strictly to the north of Lake Maeotis (cf. n. 17 above) which,
as we saw, is in sharp contrast to the geography of the P.V.26. With
this in view, let us turn to lo's journey to the east.
The main difficulty of the tragedy's eastern geography seems
to be lo's passage by land from the remotest parts of Asia to the
sources of the Nile:
tY]AOUQOV

Oe ytiv

i\~w;, XEAaLVOV <pUAOV, oi: nQos; TJALOU

VaLOU(JL n1']yaIs;, Ev8a nota!!OS; AWLmjr
tO'utQU naQ' öx8as; EQ<P', EWS; av E~LX1']L
xata~ao!!6v, Ev8a BU~ALVWV oQwv uno
L1']OL OEntOV NEIAOS; E'lJnotOV QEOS;.

810

"It is almost incredible," Thomson writes, "but seriously attested,
that Alexander, before going down the Indus, could still imagine
that it might flow through vast deserts to Ethiopia, and the same
theory of aland-bridge is ascribed to a Persian king Ochus a little
before;" Thomson also recognizes that this is the same view that
"underlies the delirious poetic geography of Aeschylus."27 Delirious or not, this part of the geography of the P.V. proves, again, to
be based on a well-established theory, the one that served Alexander and his army as a working hypothesis on their march down the
Indus. Two mutually connected notions can be discerned within
this theory: that there was aland-bridge between India and Africa
and that the Indus was identical with the upper Nile. Since the
latter coincides with what the tragedy says of the river Aethiops, it
is reasonable to suppose that what is meant here by this river is
none other than the Indus. In that case, the people of the black race
25) See Hdt. 2.33; 4.49; Ephorus apo Ps.-Scym. 188-95; Arist. Meteor. 1.13.
350b1-3.
26) Ephorus apo Ps.-Scymn. 835-85 (= FGrHist 70 F 158-160) almost literalIy follows Hdt. 4.17-18, the only difference being that Ephorus counts as Scythian
some barbarian peoples which were not identified with the Scythians by
Herodotus.
27) Thomson 82. See Ps.-Arist. Inundatio Nili (fr. 695. 749a23ff. Gigon);
Arr. Anab. 6.1,2; cf. Ind. 6.8, 20.2; Strabo 15.1.25 p. 696C.
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dwelling by that river must be the so-called "Aethiopians of Asia,"
or "the eastern Aethiopians," described. by Herodotus; these
names were most probably cast to designate the native population
of India 28 •
At the end of the sixth century, Hecataeus made the Argonauts sail through the river Phasis, which he believed to be
connected with the eastern ocean, to the south of Libya and thus
enter the Nile (see n.31 below). The view of the Nile as flowing
from the ocean was rejected by Herodotus as "unscientific" and
"marvellous;" yet, as follows from his description of Scylax' journey (about 515 B.C.) down the Indus into the sea and from there
to Libya, he envisaged no land-bridge between India and Africa
and did not think that the Indus could be the upper Nile 29 • Who,
then, might have been the source of the tragedy's eastern geography? Certainly not the Persian king Artaxerxes Ochus (first half of
the fourth century B.C.) who, according to the pseudo-Aristotelian Inundatio Ni/i (see n.27), preceded Alexander in his attempt
to reach the Nile through the Indus and is thus the first who can be
credited with knowledge of the land-bridge theory. It seems to me
that another part of the eastern geography of the P.V., that describing lo's passage from the Cimmerian Bosporus into the
depths of Asia, can throw some light on the problem:
ömv J'tEgUOT]U:; QEL8gov T]J'tELgwv ögov,
J'tgo~ aVlOAu~ CjJAOYÖ)J'tU~ lJALO'U O.LßEL,
J'tOVlOV J'tugu l;UCjJAOWßOV 30 , Eo.' av E~L'XllL
J'tgo~ rogYOVELU J'tEÖLU Kw8tlVll~ 'X-cA.

790

If the geography of the P.V. is areal one, the sea to the east of the
Pontus can only be the Caspian. Now, the very definition of it as a
"sea" which can be "crossed" contains an important geographical
statement, for the simple reason that there existed a persistent
theory that the Caspian is in fact a gulf of the ocean. This theory is
peculiar in that we can define the chronologicallimits of its influence with absolute precision. While it was most probably supported by Hecataeus 31 , Herodotus in the fifth century gives a
28) See Hdt. 3.94 AWLmtE/; OL EX 'Ti<; 'AOLU<;; 7.70 OL altO T]ALOU AWLOltE<;;

cf. Strabo 15.1.13 p.690C.
29) Hdt. 2.21; 4.44.
30) ltov'tOv ltuQu ~a<pAOLoßoV West; ltov'tOv ltEQWO' Ü<pAOWßOV Girard,
Griffith. On the discussion see Griffith 228-29; West 308.
31) Cf. Thomson 64. According to schol. Ap. Rhod. 4.269 (= FGrHist 1
9 Rhein. Mus. f. PhiloJ. 141/2
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correct description of the Caspian as an inland sea, and the same
holds good for Ctesias at the beginning and Aristotle in the middle
of the fourth century B.C. Yet, toward the end of this century
Alexander's companions already preferred the notion of the Caspian as a gulf of the ocean. EventuaIly this theory prevailed, and it
can be found in later geographers, including Eratosthenes, until
Ptolemy finaIly restored the Caspian to its true position of an
inland sea 32 . Since Herodotus, Ctesias and Aristotle are the only
ancient authorities before Ptolemy who can be credited with the
idea of the Caspian as an inland sea, anyone of them could have
been ultimately responsible for this part of the geography of the
P.V. Yet, Herodotus' conception of the boundaries of Scythia, his
scepticism concerning the existence of the northern ocean, and,
above aIl, his apparent ignorance of the land-bridge theory33 preclude us from seeing in hirn the source of the geography of the
P.V. As for Aristotle, it is weIl known that his treatment of Asia
substantiaIly depended on Ctesias' work. Accordingly, this leaves
us with Ctesias as the most likely source of the play's eastern
geography.
Ctesias of Cnidus spent years at the Persian court as the
physician of the king Artaxerxes Mnemon, and is known to have
treated the king's wound at the battle of Cunaxa (401 B.C.)34.
After returning horne he devoted hirnself to the task of giving his
own version of the history and geography of the east; his writings,
which made a deep impression on his contemporaries, included
I1EQo~xa in twenty-three books, 'Ivö~xa, and I1EQLOÖOC:;, which dealt
not only with Asia but also with Egypt 35 . Ctesias professed to
have studied Persian history "from royal parchments" (Ex 1:WV
F 18a.1-8), Hecataeus made the Argonauts leave Colchis through the river Phasis
which, however, led them not to the Pomus imo which it actually falls, but to the
eastern ocean; as was poimed out by Arremidorus, Hecataeus did not realize that
the Phasis was not connected with the ocean. Since Hecataeus' Periegesis clearly
shows that he was weil aware of the existence of the Asian cominem to the east of
the Caspian (frr. 289-299), he could not possibly emerrain the idea that the ocean
began direcrly after Colchis. Hence, the only way to make sense of his statemem
that the Argonauts "wem through the Phasis to the Ocean" is to assurne that he
made them sail through the Phasis to the Caspian and from there to the ocean.
32) Hdt. 1.203; Ctesias apo Arist. Meteor. 1.13. 351a9-12; 2.1. 354a1-{,; Arr.
Anab. 5.26; cf. Thomson 127-29, 163.
33) On Scythia see n.17, on the norrhern ocean Hdr. 3.115; 4.45, on the
land-bridge theory n. 29.
34) Xen. Anab. 1.8.26.
35) See FGrHist 688.
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ßUGLALXWV ÖLep8EQwv)36; it can thus be conjectured that his information on the east to a considerable degree derived from Persian
sources. The fact that the land-bridge theory was known, as we
saw, to the Persian king Artaxerxes Ochus at the same period,
although not sufficient in itself for crediting Ctesias with the
knowledge of this theory, is worth mentioning in this connection. However this may be, an additional feature of the play's
geography makes its connection with Ctesias virtually certain.
On her journey through the east 10 is supposed to pass by griffins and one-eyed Arimaspians:
O~U<J'tO!-LOUC; yaQ ZTlVOC; <lxQuYEIC; XUVUC;
YQÜ:1tw:; epUAU~aL, 'tOV 'tE !-LOUVW:1tU a'tQa'tov
'AQL!-LU<J:1tOV L:1t:1tOßU!-LOV', oi: XQu<JoQQu'tOv
OLXOÜGLV a!-LepL vä!-Lu llAOU'tWVOC; :1toQou.

805

It is generally agreed that all the stories about the griffins and
the Arimaspians eventually stern from the Arimaspea by Aristeas
of Proconnesus 37 . Yet, as M. Griffith pointed out, the version
found in the P.V. differs from other presentations of this theme,
including that of Herodotus. While all other versions placed
griffins the guardians of gold in the far north, in the P.V. they
are described as dwelling in the far east; as far as our evidence
goes, the only other source in which this version occurs is
Ctesias 38 .
Thus, while the European geography of the tragedy points
to Pytheas of Massalia, its geography of Asia seems to be mainly derived from another fourth-century authority, Ctesias of
Cnidus. The common denominator among the two is that both
made available new sources of information, and thus considerably enlarged the geographical horizons of the Greek world. In
this respect, Io's journey presents a summary of the new geographical knowledge concerning the west and the east, a sort of
a new :1tEQLOÖOC;, which came to supersede the older ones. Considering that the usual direction of a Greek :1tEQLOÖOC; is west to
36) Diod. Sie. 2.32.
37) See Hdt. 3.116; 4.13; Pliny, NH 7.1.10, and Bolton 62-67.
38) Ctesias FGrHist 688 F 45 h tOV ygÜltU tO ~<llLOV tO 'Iv/ILx6v (= Aelian,
NA 4.27), see Griffith 230-231. It is also possible that the tragedy's referenee to the
"sourees of Sun" where the river Aethiops flows relates to Ctesias' report that the
sun in India seemed ten times larger than in other lands, see Ctesias FGrHist 688 F
45,12 and Thomson 102 and n. 2.
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east, we can suggest this as the reason why Prometheus was transferred from his usuallocation in the east to the far north-west of
the world 39 •
At the same time, these horizons were short-lived. The picture of the world as found in the P.V. was soon superseded by a
new bulk of geographical information which began to be accumulated from the end of the fourth century. In the east, Alexander's
expeditions proved some of the earlier suppositions unwarranted,
notably that of aland-bridge between India and Libya; in the west,
increasing contacts with Rome led to a much more accurate knowledge of the European continent to the north of the Mediterranean 40 • This is why both Ctesias and especially Pytheas ceased to
be regarded as serious geographers in later generations. It should
not be forgotten, however, that Pytheas' was the geography with
which Timaeus worked, and that Aristotle leaned heavily on the
information found in Ctesias. We can see now that the same can be
said of the author of the geographical sketch of the P.V.
III
As far as I can see, it is unlikely that the above arguments in
favour of a fourth-century date for Prometheus' instructions to 10
have any bearing on the much-vexed question of the authenticity
of the P.V. Even when the Prometheus Vinctus is not recognized as
belonging to Aeschylus, scholars unequivocally place it in the fifth
39) Ir seems that Prometheus' position was generally regarded as symbolic
of the end of the earth, cf. his removal to the Indian Caucasus after the latter had
become known to the Greeks (see n. 5 above). As far as the Prometheus of the P.V.
is concerned, it is possible that the steep rock above the northern ocean to which he
is chained can be traced to "some northern colurnn at the end of the world" ("w;
lloxul:T) 0l:11A.T) ßaQELOt;) described in Ps.-Scymn. 188-95; cf. its further description
at 11. 189-90: EOl:L Ö' u'VT)A.T] ltUVU ett; KU!lUl:WÖEt; ltEA.UYOt; aVatELVoUO' iiKQUV.
(According to Thomson 89, this is a borrowing from the account of Europe given
by the fourth-century historian Ephorus.) This column seems to have marked the
northern boundary of the earth, see further C. Müller's commentary ad locum in
Geographi Graeci minores i 211-212. Ir is not out of the question that Herculis
columnae whose existence at approximately the same place is reported by Tacitus in
Germany 34 mayaiso be relevant in this connection.
40) Cf. Strabo 1.2.1 p. 14C.: "For Alexander opened up for us geographers a
great part of Asia and all the northern part of Europe as far as the Ister River; the
Romans have made known all the western part of Europe as far as the river Albis
[Eibe] (which divides Germany into two parts), and the regions beyond the Ister as
far as the Tyras [Dniester] River ... " Cf. also Polyb. 3.59.
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century B.C. 41 • As the geographical sketch of the P.V. evidently
proceeds from much wider geographical horizons than those
known to fifth-century Athenians, casting doubt on its fifth-century authorship can neither prove nor disprove the authenticity of
the tragedyas a whole, especially because it can be shown that in
many respects this sketch stands apart in Aeschylus' work in general, in the Prometheus trilogy, and in the P.V. itself.
To begin with, 10's Asian route is sharply at variance with the
traditional version of her journey as outlined in Aeschylus' Supplices, one that took her to the Delta through the Thracian Bosporus, Asia Minor and Syria:
LUJtTn ö' 'Ao(öo~ ÖL' aLa~
!!l]A.oß6w'lJ <l>Q'lJy(a~ ÖLa!AJtU~'
TtfQä.L OE Tfu8QaV'w~ aOL'lJ M'lJOWV
AUCHU Lf yuaA.a,
xaL ÖL' oQWV KLA.(XWV
IlaWPUA.WV Lf {YEVl]} ÖLOQV'lJ!!EVa XLI...

550

It is of course possible that, as Griffith put it, "in Prom., we have
perhaps a deliberate revision of this account for exotic effect, with
the riyal (Cimmerian) Bosporus employed in the aition."42 This,
however, would not solve the problems arising from comparison
of the geographical sketch of the P.V. with the geography of the
Prometheus Lyomenos, anotherjlay of the Prometheus trilogy.
As follows from Cicero an Strabo, who quote large excerpts
from this lost tragedy, (a) Prometheus was represented there as
chained to the Caucasus and not, as in the P.V., to a precipitous
rock overhanging the northern ocean, and (b) this Caucasus was
indisputably the conventional one 43 • Thus, on the face of it, we
have an extremely odd trilogy, which begins with its principal hero
being chained at one place, and ends (or continues) with the same
hero being released at another. And this is not all. The P.V. unambiguously gives the Cimmerian Bosporus as the boundary between
41) Griffith 31-35; for a fuller account see M. Griffith, The Authenticity of
"Prometheus Bound" (Cambridge 1977) 225-54; West 51-72.
42) Griffith 214.
43) Cicero gives a direct (translated) quotation (the name "Caucasus"
emerges at I. 28), whereas Strabo introduces his quotation with the following
words: !jJllaL youv II. nUQ' UirtWL (sc. AlaxuAwL), xu811YOU!1Evo<; 'HQUXAEL tWV
öOwv tWV uno Kuuxaaou nQo<; tu<; 'EamQLÖu<;, see Cic. Tusc. Disp. 2.23-25 (fr.
193 Radt); Strabo 4.1.7 p.183C. (fr. 199 Radt) = Griffith, frr. viii, xiva, with
commentary.
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Europe and Asia: ALJtoiJoa Ö' EUQwJtlj<; JtEÖOV / l]JtELQOV llSEL<; 'AOLUö'
(734-35); ÖWV JtEQUOljL<; QEISQov fJJtdQwv öQov (790). In the Lyomenos, however, the river Phasis is explicitly taken as constituting EUQwJtlj<; ... fJö' 'Aota<; 'tEQ~ova (fr. 191 Radt). As Griffith put
it, "either the two passages contradict each other, or the two rivers
[sc. the Phasis and the Tanais] have been combined or confused. "44
In the Lyomenos, Prometheus was represented as instructing
Heracles how to reach Geryon and the Hesperides, that is, the
traditional far west of the world. Since it is clear from the extant
fragments that on his way to what would become after this journey "the Pillars of Heracles" the hero was supposed to meet the
Hyperboreans and the inhabitants of Liguria, there is reason to
infer that his journey was envisaged as confined to the western
parts of the world 45 . In view of the obvious parallelism between
the Prometheus-Heracles scene and the Prometheus-Io scene of
the P.V., there can be little room for doubt that the geographies of
the two tragedies were designed to be mutually complementary. In
view of this, it would be reasonable to expect that, just as Prometheus' instructions to Heracles deal with the western parts of
the world, so his instructions to 10 should be confined to its eastern parts, the more so as this would only have been in conformity
with her traditional route. This is not, however, what happens in
reality: the geographical sketch of the P.V. comprises both the east
and the west, thus unbalancing the symmetry between the two
plays and making the parallel sketch of the Lyomenos artistically
redundant.
Let us turn now to the P.V. itself. In fact, Prometheus' instructions to 10 is not the only piece of geographical information
in this tragedy. In the first stasimon, the chorus of the daughters of
Ocean describe how the inhabitants of Asia react to Prometheus'
punishment. It contains, inter alia, the following stanzas:
KOAXtÖO<; 'tE yä<; EVOLXOL
JtaQElEvOL ~uxa<; U'tQEO'tOL
xai ~xvEllj<; Ö~LAO<;, OL yä<;
EOXa'tov 'toJtov a~cpi MmWHv EXO'UOL At~Vav.

416

44) Griffith 219 (on 734-35).
45) Griffith frr. ix-xiv (pp. 295-300). On Heracles among the Hyperboreans
see e.g. Pind. 01. 3.13-18; Liguria already in Hecataeus, see FGrHist 1 F 53-58.
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Ka'l!xewo'l! rtEA.a~ VE~O'l!OLV,
Ö(HO~ atQato~, O~'l!rtQQ)L

QOLOL ßQE~WV EV aLx~aL~.

lt can be seen that there are some significant discrepancies between
this picture of the world and that in Prometheus' instructions to
10. First, the Amazons, here placed in Colchis, are much closer to
their traditionallocation along the southern shores of the Pontus;
second, the Scythians remain in their traditional location to the
north of Lake Maeotis; third, whether or not it is the conventional
Caucasus that is meant here 46 , it is certainly not the same as the
Caucasus of Prometheus' speech.
The mistake of the hypothesis, setting the action of the play
"in Scythia by the Caucasus mountain," that is, in the traditiona1
site of Prometheus' punishment, may also be of some significance
here. This mistake is corrected in a marginal note, which reminds
the reader that the tragedy's actual setting is rtQo~ tOL~ E1JQWrtaLOL~
tEQ~aOLv toi) WXEavoi). Characteristically, the author of this note
bases his correction on the evidence of the Prometheus-10 scene
alone: w~ UrtO tWV rtQo~ ti]v 'lw A.EYO~EVWV EatLV a'l!~ßaA.ELv. Examination of the rest of the tragedy from this particular point of view
produces rather remarkable results: nowhere else in the play is
there a clear indication that its action is envisaged as taking place at
the far north-west of the inhabited world 47 ! lt is true of course that
at the very beginning of the tragedy Cratos declares that Prometheus and his executioners have just arrived ~xv8l]v E~ oI~ov,
äßQotov EL~ EQl]~Lav (2), but there is nothing in this that could
prevent the Scythia meant here from being construed, as in 11.
417-419, as the conventional one.
Moreover, it can be said with a considerable degree of certainty that in so far as there are geographical indications in the rest
of the tragedy they rather point in the direction of the traditional
location of Prometheus' punishment. Thus, at 11. 301-302 Prometheus, instead of specifying the name of the land in which he is
chained, simply defines it as "the mother of iron" (ti]v OLÖl]QO~f]tO
Qa ... aIav). lt goes without saying that the region evoked by such
46) For the discussion see Bolton 53-54; Griffith 160-61.
47) This is probably why the location of Prometheus' punishment in the
north-west has been rejected by some commentators, notably by West 304.
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an unspecified definition would almost certainly be the land of the
Chalybes, the proverbial workers of steel, and the Chalybes are
usually located in the south-east corner of the Black Sea, that is, in
dose proximity to the traditional place of Prometheus' punishment. If the poet meant otherwise, he would have had to make an
additional effort to show his audience what he was about. Likewise, in the choral ode quoted above, the entire population of Asia
is described as participating in Prometheus' sufferings:
onoom T' Enmxov ayva~
'Ao(u~ EÖO~ VEI-t0VTaL
I-tEYUt..ooTovmm OOL~ J'tllI-tum O'lJyxul-tvo'lJm 8vuwL.

411

Further on, the Chorus specify the inhabitants of Colchis, of
Scythia, of Arabia, and of the Caucasus. Why, if Prometheus is
supposed to be chained in Europe, is it the inhabitants of the Asian
rather than of the European continent who are described as sympathizing with hirn?
As was pointed out by Griffith, "the narrative passages
707-35, 790-869, contain a higher rate of resolution than the rest
of the play."48 Actually, three passages can be isolated on this
basis: (a) Prometheus' account of lo's wanderings in Europe
(707-735); (b) his account of lo's wanderings in Asia (788-815);
and (c) his description of her arrival in Egypt (845-69), whereas his
account of lo's past wanderings (824-841) is actually free of resolution 49 . üf the three passages in question (a) contains seven resolutions in 28 trimeters (709 VOI-t<iöu~, 715 XUt..'lJßE~, 717 nOTUI-t0V,
720 nmul-to~, 729 o'tEvonoQm~, 730 KLI-tI-tEQLXOV, 735 'Amuö'); (b)
contains three resolutions in 27 trimeters (788 not..uöovov, 793
nEö(u, 809 noml-to~); and (c) contains three resolutions in 22 trimeters (847 OT0I-tUn, 851 'Enucpov, 869 ßumt..Lxov) - a surprisingly high
figure for a tragedy whose rate of resolved trimeters is 4.8%, the
more so as only a few of the occurrences in question are proper
names. However, this goes well with the fact that six of the thirteen first-foot anapaests in the P.V. 50 are concentrated in the passages in question: (a) contains two (721 xQmucpwv, 722 xOQ'lJcpu~);
(b) contains three (796 I-tOVOÖOVTE~, 805 'AQLI-tUOnOV, 811 xmußuo48) Griffith 217. Cf. also Griffith 26 n. 77.
49) With the exception of 840 'IovLO<;.
50) M. L. West, Greek Metre (Oxford 1982) 82; cf. Griffith 25-26.
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flOV); and (c) contains one first-foot anapaest (849 E1tUepWV), only
one of all these cases being a proper name. In addition, these are
the very passages that include such metrical anomalies as the highly irregular prosody (short before initial g) in XQ(fl1t'WUOU gux(mmv
(713), resolution of the second long in XUA.U~ES; (715), which is
unique in the P.V., and resolution in the first metron after long
in KLflflEQL'XOV (730), which is also not found
anceps (again in the play 51. Finally, the use of the perfect participle E'XtT]flEvm (795) instead of the normal Attic and Aeschylean form 'XE'XtT]flEvm also seems to be relevant in this connection 52 •
The third epeisodion, to which the Prometheus-Io encounter
belongs, is not only the longest in the tragedy but also the least
consistent. Indeed, as against 203 verses of the first epeisodion (of
which the Oceanus-Prometheus encounter covers only 112), and
94 of the second, the third epeisodion contains 325 verses, and it
changes course from lo's account of her past troubles, to Prometheus' account of her future wanderings, itself divided into two
parts by 10- Prometheus stichomythia, and then goes on to Prometheus' account of lo's past wanderings and the future events up
to the birth of Heracles. It is a little wonder, then, that "the loss of
coherence and unity" has been put forward by Griffith as a characteristic feature of this epeisodion 53 •
Significantly, the only thing 10 asks Prometheus to tell her
upon her arrival is her final destination: 'XUL 1tQOS; yE toutms; tEQflU
tiis; Efliis; 1tA.uvT]S; / ClE1sOV, tLS; EOtm tiiL taA.mmoQwL XQOVOS; (622-23).
Prometheus' answer is postponed because of the Chorus' wish to
learn of lo's past troubles and her ensuing account of these
(631-86). When lo's account is over, Prometheus returns to her
original request: ou t', 'IvuXELOv 01tEQflU, 'WVS; EflOVS; A.oyouS; / 8UflwL
ßUA.', ws; av tEQflat' E'XflU8T]LS; Mou (705-706). Instead, however, he
gives her a detailed account of her future wanderings in Europe
(706-36), which can hardly be regarded as responding to lo's request or carrying out his own promise. Only when this account is
over and after an additional stichomythia (743-81) does Prometheus embark on the story of lo's wanderings in Asia (790-815),
which ends with the description of her arrival in the Egyptian
Delta, her final destination.
On the face of it, the motivation of Prometheus' account of
v

v

v

-)

51) Griffith 216 (on 712-713), 217 (on 714-15) and 219 (on 729-30).
52) Griffith 229 (on 795).
53) Griffith 188.
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Asia is given at the end of the stichomythia which precedes it
(743-81). Here, Prometheus poses an alternative to 10: he will
either tell her of the rest of her wanderings or reveal the identity of
his future deliverer (780-81), and he agrees to tell of both only
because of the Chorus' request: xai 'tijLÖE I-tEV yeywvE 'tTjv AmnTjv
nAav1]v, / El-toi ÖE 'tOV Avaov'tU (784-85). Accordingly, his account of
Io's wanderings in Asia bringing her finally to Egypt ostensibly
functions as fulfilment of the first part of the request, and this is
how it is accepted by the Chorus (819-822). Yet Prometheus'
concluding speech, which is supposed to reveal the name of his
deliverer, begins with his description of Io's past wanderings
(824-843), proposed as proof of the reliability of his other stories.
Only after finishing this does he approach his real subject - the
identity of his deliverer. The words introducing this last account
are significant: 'ta AOma Ö' Ul-t1v rijLöE 't' EC; xmvov cpgcww, "I shall tell
the rest for both you and her together" (844). And indeed, what
follows (845-873) answers both Io's request and that of the
Chorus: Prometheus begins with Io's arrival in Egypt and her
giving birth to Epaphus, and ends by following the line of her
descendants up to Heracles, his future deliverer.
Obviously, the second account of Egypt, leading directly to
the prophecy about Io's descendants, is much more appropriate
from the inner standpoint of the tragedy and thus makes the first
one, included in Prometheus' description of Io's Asian route and
containing only a vague allusion to her progeny54, functionally
redundant. Above all, however, in that they clearly indicate that
the forthcoming account is supposed to answer both Io's request
and that of the Chorus, the words introducing Prometheus' last
speech show that his account of Io's wanderings in Asia was not
originally designed to constitute part of this context. As we saw,
the same is also true of Prometheus' account of Io's wanderings in
Europe, introduced immediately after his promise to reveal to 10
her final destination.
Accordingly, the following sequence seems likely. Upon her
reaching the place of Prometheus' punishment and after her lyric
monody (561-608), in the stichomythia which follows 10 asks
Prometheus to reveal her final destination (609-630). In the narrative manner characteristic of this tragedy, Prometheus' answer is
54) See 11. 813-815: oi!l:O~ (sc. NEo.O~ QfO~) 0' ÖÖWOEL l:l]v l:QLYWVOV d~
X80va / NHf.clrnV, oi! öl] l:l]v !-laxQuv a1tOLXLaV, / 'loI, 1tf1tQWl:m OOL l:E xaL
l:fxVOt~ Xl:Lom.
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delayed by lo's reminiscence of her past history up to her leaving
Argos, and by abrief lyric song expressing the Chorus' sympathy
with lo's sufferings (631-695). When this digression is over, Prometheus sets out to deliver the story of the end of lo's troubles as
requested (696-706); in order to prove the reliability of his account, he begins with the description of lo's past wanderings from
the moment she left Argos (the point at which her narrative stopped) and up to her arrival beside the lonic Sea (824-843). The
stichomythia that follows (743-787) skillfully blends lo's fate with
that of Prometheus: Prometheus will be delivered from his sufferings by one of lo's descendants. In conclusion, in an account
which not only answers both lo's request and that of the Chorus
but is also important in the general perspective of the Prometheus
trilogy (844-876), Prometheus teIls about lo's future arrival in
Egypt, about her giving birth to Epaphus, and about Epaphus'
descendants up to Heracles, his future deliverer.
Prometheus' accounts of lo's future wanderings in Europe
(707-741) and Asia (788-818) drop out of this sequence. We saw
indeed that the first of them is inappropriate in that it is introduced
after Prometheus' promise to tell 10 about the end of her journey,
and the second in that it is redundant as regards Prometheus'
concluding narrative of lo's future in Egypt. It seems to be more
than a mere coincidence that these are precisely the passages conspicuous by the high rate of resolution and first-foot anapaests and
by such metrical and other anomalies as I enumerated above. As
distinct from this, the two accounts of lo's past, by 10 herself
(640-686) and by Prometheus (824-843), are freefrom resolution
and the other metrical peculiarities characterizing Prometheus' descriptions of Europe and Asia (with the sole exception of resolution occurring in a geographical name at 1. 840, see n. 49). The
same, however, cannot be said of Prometheus' second account of
Egypt, which ends with his revealing the identity of his deliverer
(844-74): although it seems to be firmly rooted within the original
sequence of the Prometheus-Io scene as suggested above, this passage contains the same rate of resolution as Prometheus' description of Asia in 11. 788-818 (see above).
Note now that there are passages in Prometheus' instructions
to 10 which can be interpreted to the effect that their author worked with an earlier and a more traditional version of the story. It is
likely indeed that the Chalybes, the Amazons, Themiscyra and the
Thermodon, whose proper place is to the south of the Black Sea,
were more or less mechanically transferred from this earlier ver-
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sion into the presem one. The misplacing of Salmydessus at 11.
725-27 seems to be especiaBy symptomatic. Indeed, the poet's
memioning of this town, located in Europe not far from the Thracian Bosporus, as being in the same area as Themiscyra strongly
suggests that the original version of the P.V. took 10 to the
Caucasus through the Thracian Bosporus and the southern shore
of the Black Sea. Furthermore, whether it was the Thracian or the
Cimmerian Bosporus that 10 was supposed to cross in the original
version (ApoBodorus 2.1.3 makes her cross both), in so far as
Prometheus was represented as chained to the conventional
Caucasus she should have been able to do this only before and not
after her meeting with hirn. In other words, it is likely that lo's
crossing of the Bosporus was evoked in Prometheus' account of
her past wanderings, maybe the very one that is found in P.V.
829-41. There, Prometheus' enumeration of the earlier stages of
lo's journey ends with the aition for the lonian Sea. It is not out of
the question, then, that it was continued by lo's crossing of the
Bosporus and yet another aition. In that case, Prometheus'
prophecies about lo's future should have concerned mainly her
traditional route from Colchis to Egypt and the destiny of her
descendants; in view of the aforesaid, it can be suggested that it
was supplamed by 844"':'74 in order to bring it into correspondence
with the tragedy's new concept of lo's Asian route.
To sum up, the disagreemem between Prometheus Vinctus
and Prometheus Lyomenos as to the place of Prometheus' punishmem, the tragedy's two alternative geographies, its failure to make
the unconventional place of Prometheus' punishmem an organic
part of the play, and the lack of unity by which its third epeisodion
is characterized seem to be the main reasons which make it difficult, if not impossible, to draw a coherem picture of the tragedy
and of the Prometheus trilogy in general. In the last analysis, aB
the difficulties in question reside in that part of the tragedy that
deals with Prometheus' instructions to 10: if we remove these
instructions, there would be no discrepancy between the two
Prometheus plays, no difficulties in the tragedy's first stasimon, no
mistake in the hypothesis, no "loss of coherence and unity" in the
10 scene. This seems to justify the conclusion that the geographical
sketch of the P.V. is a late interpolation purporting to bring the
original geography of the tragedy up to date.
We saw that the geographical sketch of the P.V. is peculiarly
consistent both where it does make sense (first of aB, in the geography of Europe) and where it does not (in the geography of Asia).
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In order to place it in time, we have to construe aperiod in which
the mythological geography of western Europe began to be supplanted by the realone, whereas the geography of Asia still remained fabulous. It seems that the span of time in which the
journey of Pytheas had already become a matter of common
knowledge while the campaigns of Alexander had not, was exactly
such aperiod. Since the theory of aland-bridge and the view of the
Caspian as an inland sea became obsolete by the beginning of the
third century, and since Pytheas' account of West Europe is tentatively situated around 320 B.C. 55, we can assume the end of the
fourth century B.C. as a likely date of the geographical sketch of
the P.V. 56 .
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55) See Thomson 127-29 (the Caspian), 82 (the land-bridge), 143 (Pytheas).
On Pytheas' date see also F. Lasserre, Pytheas (4), KlPauly IV (1972) 1272-1274.
56) On a similar case of geographicalinterpolation in Euripides see A. Dihle,
Der Prolog der "Bacchen" und die antike Uberlieferungsphase des Euripides-Textes (Heidelberg 1981).

